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Abstract—The fast growth of global routing table size has been
causing concerns that the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) will
not be able to fit in existing routers’ expensive line-card memory,
and upgrades will lead to higher cost for network operators and
customers. FIB Aggregation, a technique that merges multiple
FIB entries into one, is probably the most practical solution since
it is a software solution local to a router, and does not require
any changes to routing protocols or network operations. While
previous work on FIB aggregation mostly focuses on reducing
table size, this work focuses on algorithms that can update
compressed FIBs quickly and incrementally. Quick update is
critical to routers because they have very limited time to process
routing updates without impacting packet delivery performance.
We have designed three algorithms: FIFA-S for smallest table
size, FIFA-T for shortest running time, and FIFA-H for both small
tables and short running time, and operators can use the one best
suited to their needs. These algorithms significantly improve over
existing work in terms of reducing routers’ computation overhead
and limiting impact on the forwarding plane while maintaining
a good compression ratio.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The global routing table size has been increasing faster
than ever in a super-linear trend, mostly due to the practice
of multihoming and traffic engineering [1]. This has caused
serious concerns in both academia and industry ([2][3]). Once
the FIB becomes so large that it can no longer fit in the fast
memory of routers’ line cards, ISPs have to upgrade their
line cards, eventually making Internet services more expensive.
While a number of solutions (e.g., [4][5][6][7][8][9][10]) have
been proposed to solve the routing table scalability problem in
the long run by changing the routing architecture, ISPs need
practical solutions soon, and FIB aggregation is considered one
of the most practical solutions [11].
FIB aggregation reduces FIB size by combining entries
whose prefixes are numerically aggregatable and whose nexthops are the same. It is a software solution that can be applied
to a single router without upgrading the hardware, changing the
control plane, or affecting packets’ forwarding paths. Thus it
can be deployed incrementally and selectively in a network at
operators’ discretion. One of the fundamental tradeoffs in FIB
aggregation is between aggregated table size and computation
overhead. Spending too much CPU cycles in aggregating the
table will delay the downloading of the table into the line
cards, which may lead to packet loss or incorrect forwarding.
Existing work (e.g., [12][13][14][15]) has demonstrated that
FIB aggregation can reduce table size by as much as 70%
with moderate computation, but these efforts have not focused
on reducing routers’ overhead in all aspects.
The most challenging problem in FIB aggregation is to
quickly apply updates to the already aggregated table and still
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maintain good compression ratio. When a router receives a
routing update, it has very limited amount of time to process
the update and install the new FIB. When the FIB is already
aggregated, one routing table change may lead to updating
multiple FIB entries, because it may change the aggregatability
of those entries. In some cases, there can be thousands or even
tens of thousands FIB entries to be updated, even if there is
only a single routing table change. Therefore in this work, we
focus on reducing FIB aggregation’s overhead in the following
aspects: (1) reducing the overall time of processing a stream
of updates; (2) speeding up the process to re-aggregate an
entire FIB, if a scheme requires such re-aggregations; and (3)
reducing the average and maximum number of FIB changes
caused by any individual routing table change, so as to reduce
the time it takes to push those changes to the line card.
To this end, we have designed three algorithms: FIFA-S
for smallest table size, FIFA-T for shortest running time, and
FIFA-H for both small tables and short running time. They take
advantage of some intrinsic properties of an aggregated FIB
trie to speed up the incremental update process. Among them,
FIFA-S and FIFA-H do not need to run full re-aggregations,
and FIFA-T performs fast re-aggregation on the existing aggregated trie. Moreover, they use a prioritized set of next-hop
selection rules to improve the stability of the aggregated FIB,
thus reducing the number of FIB changes per routing table
change. Our evaluation shows that they outperform state-ofart algorithms in both speed and FIB stability.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an overview of FIB aggregation. Sections III
presents the design of FIFA. Section IV evaluates the performance improvement of FIFA over existing work. Section V
discusses related work, and Section VI concludes the paper.
II.

BACKGROUND ON FIB AGGREGATION

A. RIB and FIB
A Routing Information Base (RIB) stores all IP routing
information, and is responsible for next-hop selection from
multiple available routes received from different peers. A
subset of the RIB information, i.e., the address prefixes and
their selected next-hops, are installed in the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) for fast lookup during data forwarding.
Definition 1. Given an IP address d and a FIB F ,
let LP M (F, d) denote d’s Longest Prefix Match, and
nexthop(F, p) denote the next-hops for prefix p. We define
nexthop(F, d) = nexthop(F, LP M (F, d)). It is possible that
d does not have any match in the FIB, i.e., LP M (F, d) =
N U LL, and packets destined to d will be dropped.
As an example, Table I(a) shows a FIB F with five
entries. For address 141.225.48.7, LP M (F, 141.225.48.7) =

TABLE I.

FIB ENTRIES BEFORE AND AFTER AGGREGATION
(a) Original FIB Entries

Label
A
B
C
D
E

Prefix
141.225.0.0/16
141.225.64.0/18
141.225.32.0/19
141.225.96.0/19
141.225.48.0/20

Next-hop
1
1
1
2
2

(b) Aggregated FIB Entries

Label
A
D
E

Prefix
141.225.0.0/16
141.225.96.0/19
141.225.48.0/20

Next-hop
1
2
2
Fig. 2.

141.225.48.0/20, and nexthop(F, 141.225.48.7)
nexthop(F, 141.225.48.0/20) = {2}.

Relationship between FIFA and other router components

=

B. FIB Aggregation and Forwarding Correctness
FIB aggregation is to aggregate a FIB into one with fewer
number of entries while ensuring “forwarding correctness”,
i.e., the aggregated FIB should not change the next-hops
that packets take to reach their destinations. All the FIB
aggregation algorithms proposed in this paper satisfy strong
forwarding correctness as defined below. Note that even if two
algorithms satisfy the same type of forwarding correctness,
they may reduce a FIB into different sizes depending on what
aggregation opportunities they exploit.
Definition 2. Given a FIB F , another FIB F  satisfies Strong
Forwarding Correctness with respect to F if and only if the
following conditions hold: (1) any non-routable address in F
will remain non-routable in F  , i.e., if LP M (F, d) = N U LL,
then LP M (F  , d) = N U LL; (2) the next-hop of any routable
address in F will remain the same in F  , i.e., if LP M (F, d) =
N U LL, nexthop(F  , d) = nexthop(F, d). If only the second
condition holds, we say that F  satisfies Weak Forwarding
Correctness with respect to F (this means a non-routable
address in F can become routable in F  ).
C. Optimal Routing Table Constructor (ORTC)
Our algorithms are based on the Optimal Routing Table
Constructor (ORTC) [12], a one-time aggregation algorithm
that minimizes the FIB size with strong forwarding correctness.
The basic ORTC algorithm uses a binary tree to store FIB
entries and traverses the tree three times to produce the
aggregated FIB. As we will show in Section III-A, ORTC
can be implemented using a patricia trie [16] with two tree
traversals. However, for ease of illustration, we describe the
basic ORTC algorithm using a binary tree and three passes.
We use the FIB in Table I(a) as our example. Figure 1(a)
shows the initial binary tree with seven nodes. Five of the
nodes, A, B, C, D, and E, correspond to the FIB entries in
Table I(a). We call them “real” nodes, while the other two
nodes, F and H, are called “auxiliary” nodes.
The first pass is a depth-first traversal in pre-order to
normalize the tree, so that all the nodes have zero or two
children. The expanded nodes have the same next-hops as their
nearest ancestors that are real nodes. Figure 1(b) depicts the
process for pass 1. Node G, I, J and K are the expanded leaf

nodes, and they have the same next-hops as their nearest real
ancestors A, C, A, and B, respectively.
The second pass is a depth-first traversal in post-order to
merge next-hops, in which two children merge their next-hop
sets to form their parent’s next-hop set. If the two children
have one or more common next-hops, the merging uses an
intersection operation, otherwise, it uses a union operation.
Figure 1(c) depicts the merging process. For example, E and
I have no common next-hops, so their parent C’s next-hop set
is {1,2}, the union of {1} and {2}. Another example is H,
whose next-hop set {1} is the intersection of C’s next-hop set
{1,2} and G’s next-hop set {1}.
The third pass is a depth-first traversal in pre-order to select
each node’s next-hop and form the aggregated FIB. The root
node’s next-hop is randomly selected from its next-hop set (the
original next-hop may be preferred for stability). From then on,
if a node’s selected next-hop h appears in its child’s next-hop
set, then the child should have h as its selected next-hop, so
that the child will not be loaded into the FIB. Otherwise, the
child’s next-hop is randomly selected from its next-hop set,
and the child will be loaded into the FIB.
Figure 1(d) shows the results after pass three. Root A has 1
as its selected next-hop. Since its children F and H have 1 in
their next-hop set, they also have 1 as their selected next-hops
and, as such, they will not appear in the aggregated FIB. On
the other hand, D’s selected next-hop (2) is different from that
of its parent B (1), so it must be put into the aggregated FIB.
Table I(b) shows the final prefixes and their next-hops.
III.

D ESIGN

We aim to develop FIB aggregation algorithms that are
practical to use in a real production network. First, they should
reduce the FIB size sufficiently to postpone the upgrading of
FIB memory in line cards by several years. Second, they should
handle route changes fast as a router may need to handle a
large number of routing changes during routing convergence.
Third, they should not incur a large number of FIB changes
per routing update. According to Francois et al. [17], the time
required to update a FIB entry in a real router is about 100µs.
Since one route change may result in multiple FIB changes on
an aggregated FIB, it would be desirable to minimize such FIB
changes. Finally, we would like to maintain strong forwarding
correctness (see Section II) to avoid potential looping problems
associated with weak forwarding correctness.

(a) Initial Tree

(b) After pass 1

(c) After pass 2

(d) After pass 3

Fig. 1. ORTC Aggregation Algorithm. There are four fields for each node from left to right: original next-hop, selected next-hop, FIB status (Y: IN FIB, N:
NON FIB), and next-hop set. A bold font denotes a field updated in the current step. A solid rectangle denotes a real node from the unaggregated FIB. A
dashed rectangle denotes an auxiliary node generated either as a glue node or for optimization purposes. A grey node denotes a node with IN FIB status.

When a router starts up, FIFA uses our improved version of
ORTC ([12] and Section II) to build the initial aggregated FIB.
When a new routing update arrives, first the routing protocol
will update the RIB and then FIFA will apply each resulting
route change to the aggregated FIB, which may generate one
or more FIB changes. FIFA then installs these FIB changes in
the line card. Figure 2 illustrates this process.
FIFA is composed of three algorithms, FIFA-S, FIFA-T and
FIFA-H, and ISPs can choose one based on their concerns.
FIFA-S keeps the FIB size smallest among the three, with
very light FIB bursts and no FIB re-aggregation. FIFA-T is the
fastest among the three, with relatively small number of FIB
changes and fast re-aggregation. FIFA-H is a hybrid approach
combining the advantages of both FIFA-S and FIFA-T. It has
medium time cost compared to the other two schemes, and
much lighter FIB burst than FIFA-T. Moreover, it does not
perform any re-aggregations.
In the rest of this section, we describe our improved version
of ORTC and the three FIFA algorithms.
A. Improving ORTC Efficiency
FIFA is based on the ORTC algorithm, but it addresses
two inefficiencies in the latter: (1) the basic ORTC algorithm
traverses the FIB tree three times, so it can be quite slow for a
large FIB; and (2) ORTC uses a binary tree structure that could
consume more memory than necessary when there are large
gaps between address prefixes and the large number of tree
nodes means slower tree traversals. We improved ORTC using
two passes on a Patricia Trie [16]. A Patricia Trie is a spaceoptimized tree in which a child prefix can be longer than its
parent prefix by more than one, thus eliminating unnecessary
internal nodes. For example, Figure 3(a) shows the Patricia
Trie representation of Table I(a) – node C has a prefix length
19 while its parent F has a prefix length of 17. We tested both
implementations using RouteView’s data [18]. For the routing
table of router 4.69.184.193 on 1/1/2011 (332,588 entries), our
implementation is 2.5 times faster and uses only 44% of the
memory consumed by the original implementation.
In order to distinguish the patricia trie-based ORTC algorithm from the basic ORTC, we use Round One (Figure 3(b))
and Round Two (Figure 3(c)) to represent its new passes.
Round One is a depth-first traversal in post-order to merge
next-hops (as in pass two) without normalizing the tree (otherwise we get a complete binary tree). Round Two is a depth-first

(a) Initial Trie
Fig. 3.

(b) After round one

(c) After round two

Improved ORTC Aggregation Algorithm using Patricia Trie

traversal in pre-order to select next-hops (as in pass three) and
it adds new tree nodes to maintain forwarding correctness.
For Round One, in order to merge the next-hops correctly
without expanding the trie, we compute a node’s next-hop set
by merging what would be the next-hop sets of its imaginary
children if there is a complete binary tree. Let S(n) be the
next-hop set of node n, Sl (n) and Sr (n) be the next-hop set of
n’s imaginary left and right child, respectively. Then S(n) =
merge(Sl (n), Sr (n)). In Figure 3(b), S(n) is the last value
associated with each node.
Below we explain how to compute Sl (n). Let H(n) be
the original next-hop of n, and d be the difference between
the prefix length of a node and that of its actual left child.
There are four possible cases: no left child, d = 1, d = 2,
and d > 2. In each case, the calculation follows a simple
rule explained below (all the examples refer to the FIB tree in
Figure 3(b)). The rules can be proven by expanding the part
of trie that includes the parent and the child into a complete
binary structure and applying the merging rules to it.
1)

2)
3)

No left child: Sl is derived from the original next-hop
of the parent node, since the child was to be created
from tree normalization. For example, C has no left
child, so Sl (C) = {H(C)} = {1}.
d = 1: Sl is the next-hop set of the actual left child.
For example, d = 1 for A and F , so Sl (A) = S(F ) =
{1}.
d = 2: Sl is the merged next-hops of the parent’s
original next hop and the actual left child’s nexthop set. For example, d = 2 between F and C, so
Sl (F ) = {H(F )} ∩ S(C) = {1} ∩ {1, 2} = {1}.

4)

d > 2: Sl is a set containing only the original nexthop of the parent node.

We then obtain Sr (n) using the same procedure, and
calculate S(n) by merging Sl (n) and Sr (n). For example,
since d = 1 between F and B, Sr (F ) = S(B) = {1, 2}.
Therefore, S(F ) = Sl (F ) ∩ Sr (F ) = {1} ∩ {1, 2} = {1}.
Round Two goes through similar steps as pass three to
select the next-hop of each node. In addition, it creates a
new node when H(n) = H  (n), where H(n) and H  (n) are
the original and selected next-hop of node n, and one of the
following two conditions is satisfied:
1)
2)

d ≥ 2: if n has a left (right) child with prefix length
greater than n’s length by at least 2, then a left (right)
child under n is created.
One child is missing: if n has no left (or right) child,
then a left (or right) child under n is created.

Fig. 4.

TABLE II.

AN UPDATE

Label
A
B
C
D
E
H

1)

2)

3)

Step A: on the subtree rooted at the updated node,
merge the next-hops using a depth-first traversal in
post-order. This is basically a Round One operation
on a subtree;
Step B: for each ancestor node above the updated
node, merge its next-hops until the node’s new nexthop set is the same as its old next-hop set. We call
this node the “highest changed node”;
Step C: on the subtree rooted at the highest changed
node, select the next-hops using a depth-first traversal
in pre-order. This is a Round Two operation on a
subtree.

Prefix
141.225.0.0/16
141.225.64.0/18
141.225.32.0/19
141.225.96.0/19
141.225.48.0/20
141.225.0.0/18

Next-hop
1
1
1
2
2
3

(b) Aggregated FIB Entries

Label
A
D
E
G

B. FIFA-S

The BasicOptSize algorithm goes through the following
steps, after applying the update to the corresponding node:

U NAGGREGATED AND AGGREGATED FIB ENTRIES AFTER
(a) Original FIB Entries

Otherwise, we do not need to create new nodes. After the two
rounds, we obtain the same set of aggregated FIB entries as
the original ORTC does with much fewer nodes in general.
For example, In Figure 3(c), we did not create any new node
because H(n) = H  (n) for all the nodes, and only six nodes
are created compared to 11 nodes in Figure 1(d).

FIFA-S keeps the aggregated FIB size optimal after every
update. A naive way to do so is to perform the ORTC
aggregation on the entire FIB trie upon every update, but this
would be too time-consuming. A better approach is to update
only those parts of the FIB trie that may have been impacted
by the update. We follow this approach in both the optimal
size update handling algorithm (BasicOptSize) we proposed in
2010 [14] and FIFA-S, but FIFA-S is eight times faster than
BasicOptSize (see Section IV) and its heaviest FIB burst (i.e.,
number of FIB changes caused by a single route change) is
only 1/10 of that in BasicOptSize. Below we first describe how
BasicOptSize works and then show FIFA-S’ improvements.

Updating node H upon receiving a new route

Prefix
141.225.0.0/16
141.225.96.0/19
141.225.48.0/20
141.225.0.0/19

Next-hop
1
2
2
3

Step C, the aggregated FIB contains three of the five original
entries, A, D, and E, and a new entry G (Table II(b)).
Figure 5 shows that Step B and C need to update the entire
subtree rooted at H and F , respectively. To reduce the number
of nodes visited on these subtrees, FIFA-S takes advantage of
the following two properties (see [19] for their proofs):
Property 1: The result of Step A will be the same without
updating any subtrees rooted at REAL nodes.
Property 2: The result of Step C will be the same without
updating any subtree with these properties: (1) the next-hop
sets did not change in any nodes on the subtree in Step A; and
(2) the selected next-hop of the subtree root did not change.
Moreover, FIFA-S adopts the following rules and it has
considerably fewer FIB changes than BasicOptSize (Section IV).
Property 3: In Step C, selecting a node’s next-hop from its
next-hop set using the following prioritized rules can reduce

In the longer version of this paper [19], we prove that the
above steps can keep the aggregated FIB optimal.
To illustrate BasicOptSize, we add a new entry to our
example FIB (H in Table II(a)). Figure 4 shows the FIB trie
after updating node H (its type is changed to REAL and its
next-hop from 1 to 3). Figure 5 shows Steps A, B and C. After

(a) Step A
Fig. 5.

Steps in BasicOptSize

(b) Step B

(c) Step C

Procedure 3 mergeN exthopsBelowN ode(node, realAncestor)

(a) Step A’
Fig. 6.

(b) Step B’

(c) Step C’

Steps in FIFA-S

the number of FIB changes: (a) the next-hop selected by the
nearest ancestor with IN F IB status (this is for FIB size
optimization); (b) the old selected next-hop; (c) the original
next-hop; and (d) if none of those are found in the next-hop set,
sort the set and pick the first one instead of random selection.
We call the improved procedures Step A’, B’ and C’.
Figures 5 and 6 show that (1) BasicOptSize and FIFA-S have
the same aggregation results; (2) E was skipped in Step A’;
and (3) D and E were skipped in Step C’.
We present the pseudo code of FIFA-S in Procedures 1 6. Function mergeNexthopsBelowNode is Step A’, mergeNexthopsAboveNode is Step B’ and selectNexthop is Step C’. Note
that we associate a flag optimal with each node to indicate
whether Step C’ is needed in the subtree of this node.
In the next two sections, we show how Properties 1-3
can be used in FIFA-T and FIFA-H to reduce computation
overhead and keep the aggregated trie stable.
Procedure 1 main(type) function
1: Build initial FIB trie based on unaggregated FIB
2: Run improved ORTC on the FIB trie to obtain aggregated FIB
3: for each update do
4:
if Announcement then
5:
Lookup the corresponding node and create it if non-existent
6:
Update the next-hop of the current node
7:
node.type ← REAL
8:
else
9:
Lookup the corresponding node and return if non-existent
10:
Remove the next-hop of the current node
11:
node.type ← AU XILIARY
12:
if (type = ALG F IF A T ) ∨ (type = ALG F IF A H) then
13:
node.optimal ← 0 for all ancestors of the current node
14:
switch (type)
15:
case ALG F IF A S:
16:
F IF A S(node)
17:
case ALG F IF A T :
18:
F IF A T (node)
19:
case ALG F IF A H:
20:
F IF A H(node)
21:
end switch

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

node.optimal ← 0
l ← node.l
r ← node.r
if (l = N U LL) ∧ (l.type = REAL) then
mergeN exthopsBelowN ode(l, realAncestor)
if (r = N U LL) ∧ (r.type = REAL) then
mergeN exthopsBelowN ode(r, realAncestor)
if (node.type = REAL) then
node.originalN exthop ← realAncestor.originalN exthop
node.mergedN exthops ← merge(l, r)

Procedure 4 mergeN exthopsAboveN ode(node, type)
1: parent ← node.parent
2: while parent do
3:
if (type = ALG F IF A H) ∧ (parent.length ≤ CAP ) then
4:
Return node
5:
old ← parent.mergedN exthops
6:
new ← merge(parent.l, parent.r)
7:
if old = new then
8:
Return node
9:
node ← parent
10:
parent ← node.parent
11:
if type = S then
12:
node.optimal ← 0
13: Return node

Procedure 5 selectN exthop(node, ancestor)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

oldStaus ← node.status
oldN exthop ← node.selectedN exthop
if ancestor.selectedN exthop ∈ node.mergedN exthops then
node.selectedN exthop ← ancestor.selectedN exthop
node.staus ← N ON F IB
else
if oldN exthop ∈ node.mergedN exthops then
node.selectedN exthop ← oldN exthop
else if node.originalN exthop ∈ node.mergedN exthops then
node.selectedN exthop ← node.originalN exthop
else
node.selectedN exthop ← node.mergedN exthops[0]
node.staus ← IN F IB
updateF IB(oldStatus, oldN exthop, node)
if (oldN exthop = node.selectedN exthop) ∧ (node.optimal = 1)
then
Return
if node.status = IN F IB then
ancestor ← node
if (node.l = N U LL) ∧ (node.r = N U LL) then
Return
if node.selectedN exthop = node.originalN exthop then
generateN ewN ode(node)
if node.l = N U LL then
selectN exthop(node.l, ancestor)
if node.r = N U LL then
selectN exthop(node.r, ancestor)
node.optimal ← 1

Procedure 2 F IF A S(node) function
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

realAncestor ← nearestRealAncestor(node)
mergeN exthopsBelowN ode(node, realAncestor)
highestN ode ← mergeN exthopsAboveN ode(node, ALG F IF A S)
inf ibAncestor ← nearestIN F IBAncestor(highestN ode)
selectN exthop(highestN ode, inf ibAncestor)

C. FIFA-T
FIFA-T aims to shorten the FIB update time by localizing
the changes on the FIB trie while maintaining strong forwarding correctness. The trade-off is that the FIB size will

Procedure 6 updateF IB(oldStatus, oldN exthop, node)
1: if oldStatus = node.status then
2:
if node.status = N ON F IB then
3:
Delete the prefix and next-hop from FIB
4:
else
5:
Add the prefix and next-hop to FIB
6: else if oldN exthop = node.selectedN exthop then
7:
if node.status = IN F IB then
8:
Update the corresponding next-hop to FIB

not be optimal. As more updates come, the FIB size will
increase until it reaches a threshold, e.g., 90% of the FIB
memory in the line card. At this point, a re-aggregation is
performed on the FIB trie from the root to optimize the FIB
size. On the surface, FIFA-T is very similar to the minimal time
update handling algorithm (BasicMinTime) we proposed [14].
However, there are two important differences that make FIFAT more efficient: (a) FIFA-T utilizes the three properties
described in Section III-B; and (b) FIFA-T’s re-aggregation
is performed on the aggregated FIB trie, but BasicMinTime
has to destroy the old aggregated FIB trie, and build a new
one from the unaggregated FIB. Our results show that it uses
40% less time than BasicMinTime and generates only 1.1 FIB
changes per routing update.
FIFA-T works as follows: (1) before the threshold is
reached, perform the following (the less efficient procedures
in BasicMinTime are called Step X and Y) –

rooted at the current updated node (SaveTime mode).
Otherwise, this step (W’) will start from the CAP node
for next-hop selection (ReduceSize mode).
FIFA-H incurs less computation time and fewer FIB
changes than FIFA-S, and has smaller FIB bursts than FIFA-T
(Section IV). It has no lengthy re-aggregations, thus avoiding
potential problems during re-aggregation, e.g., packet losses.
Procedure 8 F IF A H(node) function
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

realAncestor ← nearestRealAncestor(node)
mergeN exthopsBelowN ode(node, realAncestor)
capN ode ← mergeN exthopsAboveN ode(node, ALG F IF A H)
if ThresholdReached then
node ← capN ode
inf ibAncestor ← nearestIN F IBAncestor(node)
selectN exthop(node, inf ibAncestor)

IV.

•

Step X’: on the subtree rooted at the updated node,
merge the next-hops using a depth-first traversal in
post-order, skipping REAL nodes and their subtrees
(based on Property 1);

•

Step Y’: on the subtree rooted at the updated node,
select the next-hops (following rules based on Property
3) using a depth-first traversal in pre-order, skipping
REAL nodes with optimal flag set to 1 as well as their
subtrees (based on Property 2).

(2) when the threshold is reached, re-aggregate the trie from
its root incorporating the three properties to obtain an optimal
trie. The pseudo code is in Procedures 1, 7, and 3 - 6.
Procedure 7 F IF A T (node) function
1: if Threshold then
2:
Do re-aggregation on the FIB trie from the root
3: else
4:
realAncestor ← nearestRealAncestor(node)
5:
mergeN exthopsBelowN ode(node, realAncestor)
6:
inf ibAncestor ← nearestIN F IBAncestor(node)
7:
selectN exthop(node, inf ibAncestor)

Figure 7 illustrates the differences between BasicMinTime
and FIFA-T, e.g., node E was skipped in Step X’ and Y’.
D. FIFA-H
In addition to FIFA-S and FIFA-T, we propose FIFA-H, a
hybrid scheme that achieve a good balance among aggregation
speed, FIB size and number of FIB changes. In this approach,
a FIB size threshold and a CAP are set at the beginning. For
each update, FIFA-H performs three steps - U, V, W (or W’)
as follows (Figure 8):
•

Step U: merge the next-hops below the updated node
(same as Step A’ in FIFA-S and Step X’ in FIFA-T);

•

Step V: merge the next-hops above the updated node
up to the highest changed node whose prefix length is
less than or equal to CAP, called the CAP node, which
limits the computation overhead and the number of
FIB changes compared to FIFA-S;

•

Step W or W’: if the threshold is not reached, this
step (W) performs next-hop selection on the subtree

E VALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance improvement of FIFA over BasicOptSize, BasicMinTime, as well as
SMALTA [15], another ORTC-based FIB aggregation scheme.
We also compare the three FIFA algorithms so that users can
choose the right algorithm based on their own needs. We
verified the correctness of our results by checking that every
address has the correct next-hop after aggregation.
A. Methodology
We used RIBs and routing updates from 01/01/2011 to
12/31/2011 in the Routeviews [18] route-views2 data archive.
Since the routing updates do not contain next-hop IP address
information, we use next-hop ASes to approximate next-hop
routers (as in [13], [14]) and we have used internal routing
information from a tier-1 ISP to verify that our approach
closely approximates the results using IGP next-hops. In order
to show the worst-case performance, we present the results
from 4.69.184.193, a router in the tier-1 ISP Level 3, because
this router has the most number of AS neighbors (2876 and
3151 on 01/01/2011 and 12/31/2011, respectively) among all
36 routers. In general, more neighbors means more next-hops
the prefixes can have, which may lead to lower FIB aggregation
performance. In practice, a router has tens or at most hundreds
of interfaces.
We use the following four performance metrics: (1) FIB
Size: total number of entries in FIB; (2) Time Cost: time
to apply routing changes to the FIB including re-aggregation
time, if any; (3) FIB Changes: total number of FIB updates
caused by all routing updates; and (4) FIB burst: number of
FIB changes caused by one route change. The evaluation was
done on a machine with an Intel Core 2 Quad 2.83GHz CPU.
B. Summary of Findings
FIFA-S improves the time efficiency of BasicOptSize by
8.22 times and keeps the FIB size optimal. It is mostly useful
when the FIB memory size is close to its optimal aggregated
size, when FIFA-T will trigger too many re-aggregations.
FIFA-T is the fastest among the three schemes; it is suitable
when the FIB memory is much larger than the optimal aggregated size. FIFA-H is a well-balanced scheme with medium
running time and FIB burst size. Compared with SMALTA,

(a) Step
X
BasicMinTime
Fig. 7.

(b)
Step
BasicMinTime

Y

in

(c) Step X’ in FIFA-T

(d) Step Y’ in FIFA-T

Steps in BasicMinTime and FIFA-T. Step X and Y are steps for BasicMinTime, while Step X’ and Y’ are steps for FIFA-T.

(a) Step U
Fig. 8.

in

(b) Step V

(c) Step W

(d) Step W’

FIFA-H: the first two steps are Step U and V. The third step is Step W before reaching the threshold and Step W’ after reaching the threshold.

all FIFA algorithms are faster and have smaller FIB bursts.
In addition, FIFA-T and FIFA-H incur fewer total number
of FIB changes than SMALTA. Technically, there are mainly
three factors leading to the fast FIB aggregation in FIFA. First
of all, SMALTA requires rebuilding the FIB aggregation tree
from scratch during re-aggregation, which is time consuming.
In FIFA-T, the re-aggregations are very fast, because it does not
require rebuilding the FIB aggregation. In FIFA-S and FIFA-H,
there is no re-aggregation. Secondly, SMALTA uses a binary
tree data structure, but we use a patricia trie. The binary tree
has many more nodes to traverse than the patricia trie, thus
incurring more computation overhead. Thirdly, FIFA has the
two important features which are not applicable to SMALTA
and they can further help reduce more redundant node accesses
but keep the same aggregated size.
C. FIFA-S vs. BasicOptSize
We first compare FIFA-S with BasicOptSize. Figure 9(a)
shows the FIB size. Since both schemes achieve optimal FIB
size, their lines overlap with each other ending below 150,000.
The top line shows the unaggregated FIB size, which increased
from 332,588 to 378,728 during the year. In other words,
either scheme reduced the FIB size by about 60%. If the
unaggregated FIB size increases at the current rate (about
13.9%), it will take 7.5 more years for the aggregated FIB size
to reach the current unaggregated FIB size (as of 12/31/2011).
Figure 9(b) shows that FIFA-S is more than 8.22 times
faster (108s in total or 2µs/update) than BasicOptSize (888s
in total or 16.4µs/update). The time cost of FIFA-S is very
close to the bottom line, which corresponds to the time cost to
update an unaggregated FIB. This suggests that it is feasible
to deploy FIFA-S in an operational router.
Figure 9(c) shows that the total number of FIB changes
in FIFA-S is only about 1.8 times of that in an unaggregated
FIB, and this ratio is very stable.

Table III shows the FIB burst distribution. In both schemes,
about 98% of the FIB bursts have no more than 10 FIB
changes. Moreover, FIFA-S’ largest FIB burst (568) is less
than 10% of that in BasicOptSize (6,226).
D. FIFA-T vs. BasicMinTime
In Figure 10 and Table IV, we compare FIFA-T with
BasicMinTime and observe the following: (a) their FIB size
oscillates between the optimal size and the configured threshold, and FIFA-T triggers only 9 fast re-aggregations during the
entire year (Figure 10(a)); (b) FIFA-T uses 40% less time than
BasicMinTime (Figure 10(b)); and (c) FIFA-T’s largest FIB
burst is much smaller than that in BasicMinTime (Table IV).
E. Comparison among FIFA Algorithms and with SMALTA
Below we compare FIFA algorithms and SMALTA.
a). FIB Size: Figure 11(a) shows that (1) FIFA-S has the
smallest FIB size; (2) FIFA-T and SMALTA oscillate between
the optimal size and the threshold, and (3) FIFA-H tends to
stay around the threshold with no re-aggregation.
b). Time Cost: Figure 11(b) shows that (1) SMALTA takes
the most time – 237.23s, which includes 11 full tree reaggregations (158.62s or 14.3s per re-aggregation); (2) FIFA-T
is the fastest – 66s, which includes 9 fast tree re-aggregations
with 0.2s for each (FIFA-T is 70 times faster than SMALTA in
re-aggregation efficiency); and (3) FIFA-S (108s) and FIFA-H
(100s) have similar time cost.
c). FIB Changes: Figure 11(c) shows that (1) FIFA-T and
FIFA-S have the lowest and highest total number of FIB
changes, respectively; (2) SMALTA has slightly more total
number of FIB changes than FIFA-H.
d). FIB Bursts: Table V shows that (1) most route changes
cause zero or one FIB change, and about 99% FIB bursts have
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TABLE III.
Burst Size
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TABLE IV.
Burst Size
BasicMinTime
FIFA-T

Min
0
0

Max
149,815
69,526

FIB B URST D ISTRIBUTION C OMPARISON BETWEEN FIFA-T AND BASIC M IN T IME
Median
1
1

=0
6,080,983 (11.24%)
6,150,664 (11.36%)

less than 10 FIB changes; (2) FIFA-T usually has small FIB
bursts, but they can get very large (69,526); (3) with FIFA-S
and FIFA-H, the FIB bursts have at most 568 and 1,182 FIB
changes, respectively; and (4) SMALTA has the largest FIB
burst (72,856).
F. FIB Lookup Performance and Memory Saving Efficiency
We use the software reference design of Tree Bit Map [20]
to obtain FIB lookup time and memory usage. We found
that (1) the FIB lookup time on the aggregated table is
slightly better than that on the full table; and (2) the FIB
aggregation ratio calculated based on actual memory usage
is slightly higher than that calculated based on the number of
FIB entries, but still provides considerable memory savings.
More specifically, the former ranges from 21.2% to 52.2%
with a median of 49.6%, while the latter ranges from 13.28%
to 39.57% with a median of 36.74%.
V.

R ELATED W ORK

Optimal Routing Table Constructor(ORTC) [12] was proposed by Draves et al. 1997. It aggregates a routing table into
its optimal size using three passes over a binary tree, while

≤1
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53,913,320 (99.66%)
53,919,736 (99.67%)

All
54,095,973 (100%)
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maintaining strong forwarding correctness. However, this algorithm does not include any update handling mechanism.
Zhao et al. proposed four aggregation algorithms (Level1
- Level4) [13]. Level1 and Level2 algorithms maintain strong
forwarding correctness, but they do not optimize the FIB size.
Level3 and Level4 achieve weak forwarding correctness, by
introducing extra routable space.
In 2009, Karpilovsky proposed an incremental FIB update
algorithm [21] based on ORTC. This algorithm is similar to
FIFA-S. However, it needs three passes to handle an update,
and it normalizes all affected ancestors of an updated node,
both of which introduce considerable computational overhead.
In 2010, we proposed two incremental FIB aggregation
algorithms [14] based on ORTC. We showed that FIFA-S and
FIFA-T outperform these algorithms in Section IV.
Another very relevant work is SMALTA [15], in which
Uzmi et al. implemented a different update handling algorithm
based on ORTC. They utilize a binary tree rather than Patricia
Trie and update only affected nodes without optimizing the
subtree rooted at the updated node.
Li et al. proposed an FIB aggregation scheme with multiple selectable next-hops [22], which is geared toward FIBs

TABLE V.
Burst Size
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SMALTA

Min
0
0
0
0

FIB B URST D ISTRIBUTION C OMPARISON AMONG THREE FIFA SCHEMES AND SMALTA

Max
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69,526
1,182
72,856

Median
1
1
1
1
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C ONCLUSION

FIB aggregation is a promising direction in controlling
the growing FIB size. We have proposed FIFA, a suite of
three FIB aggregation algorithms, with significant performance
improvement over existing algorithms in terms of time cost,
total number of FIB changes and FIB burst size. For our next
step, we plan to investigate how to automatically switch among
the algorithms based on a set of constraints, e.g., memory size,
aggregated FIB size and maximum FIB burst size.
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